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Abstract 
From the perspective of signal-detection theory, different lineup instructions may induce 
different levels of response bias (Clark, 2005). If so, then collecting correct and false 
identification rates across different instructional conditions will trace out the ROC – the same 
ROC that, theoretically, could also be traced out from a single instruction condition in which 
each eyewitness decision is accompanied by a confidence rating. We tested whether the two 
approaches do in fact yield the same ROC. Participants were assigned to a confidence rating 
condition or to an instructional biasing condition (liberal, neutral, unbiased, or conservative). 
After watching a video of a mock crime, participants were presented with instructions followed 
by a 6-person simultaneous photo lineup. The ROCs from both methods were similar, but they 
were not exactly the same. These findings have potentially important policy implications for how 
the legal system should go about controlling eyewitness response bias. 
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ROCs in Eyewitness Identification: Instructions vs. Confidence Ratings 
Wixted and Mickes (2012) argued that when the goal is to measure how well 
eyewitnesses can discriminate between innocent and guilty suspects, plotting the receiver 
operating characteristic (ROC) is more appropriate than computing the diagnosticity ratio. Both 
approaches take into account the overall correct and false identification (ID) rates (the proportion 
of participants who correctly identify guilty suspects and incorrectly identify innocent suspects, 
respectively), but ROC analysis also takes into account the additional correct and false ID rates 
that can be computed as the willingness to make an ID varies from liberal to conservative 
(Gronlund, Wixted & Mickes, 2014). Each pair of correct and false ID rates constitutes one point 
on the ROC. The more the family of ROC points from a given condition bow up and away from 
the diagonal line of chance performance, the better able eyewitnesses are to sort innocent and 
guilty suspects into their correct categories – that is, the better able they are to discriminate 
innocent from guilty suspects. 
Although several different methods can be used to generate ROC data, only one method 
has been used thus far in the eyewitness identification literature (e.g., Andersen, Carlson, 
Carlson, & Gronlund, 2014; Carlson & Carlson, 2014; Colloff, Wade, & Strange, 2016; Dobolyi 
& Dodson, 2013; Gronlund et al., 2012; Flowe, Klatt, & Colloff, 2014; Flowe, Smith, Karoğlu, 
Onwuegbusi, & Rai, 2015; Humphries & Flowe, 2015; Key, Cash, Neuschatz, Price, Wetmore, 
& Gronlund, 2015; Lampinen, Erickson, Moore, & Hittson, 2014; Mickes, 2015; Neuschatz, 
Wetmore, Key, Gronlund, & Goodsell, 2016; Seale-Carlisle & Mickes, 2016; Smith & Flowe, 
2015; Wetmore, Neuschatz, Gronlund, Key, & Goodsell, 2015; Wetmore, Neuschatz, Gronlund, 
Wooten, Goodsell, & Carlson, 2015). That method makes use of confidence ratings that 
participants provide when they make an ID from a lineup (for a tutorial see Gronlund et al., 
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2014). The first point on the confidence-based ROC is obtained by computing the correct and 
false ID rates in the usual way, namely, by counting all suspect IDs regardless of the confidence 
expressed by the participant. This (most liberal) ROC point is associated with the highest correct 
and false ID rates for a given condition, and these are the correct and false ID rates that have 
long been used to compute the diagnosticity ratio (correct ID rate / false ID rate). Additional 
(more conservative and therefore lower) correct and false ID rates are computed by setting an 
ever-higher standard on the confidence scale for counting IDs. Thus, for example, the second 
ROC point is obtained by counting all suspect IDs except those that were made with the lowest 
level of confidence (i.e., by treating as a non-ID any suspect ID that is acknowledged by the 
participant to rely on little mnemonic support). The last ROC point is computed by counting only 
suspect IDs that were made with the highest level of confidence. This (most conservative) ROC 
point is associated with the lowest correct and false ID rates for a given condition. 
An alternative method for generating ROC data – one that does not rely on confidence 
ratings – uses pre-test instructions to manipulate response bias from liberal to conservative 
(Macmillan & Creelman, 2005). In the liberal response bias condition, the instructions encourage 
the participant to make an ID from the lineup, resulting in relatively high correct and false ID 
rates. In the conservative response bias condition, by contrast, the instructions discourage the 
participant from making an ID unless a participant is quite certain, resulting in relatively low 
correct and false ID rates. In a neutral response bias condition, the instructions neither encourage 
nor discourage the participant from making an ID (resulting in intermediate correct and false ID 
rates). When the correct and false ID rates from the different biasing conditions are plotted 
against each other on a graph, they make up the instruction-based ROC. As with the confidence-
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based ROC, the more those points bow up and away from the diagonal line of chance 
performance, the better able eyewitnesses are to discriminate innocent from guilty suspects.  
Confidence-based and instruction-based ROCs have been found to be similar to each 
other when a list-memory procedure is used (e.g., Dube & Rotello, 2012; Koen & Yonelinas, 
2011). In these studies, participants first study a list of items (e.g., words) and are then presented 
with a recognition test in which they make an old/new recognition decision for each of many 
targets and lures (items that did or did not appear on the list, respectively). However, the two 
methods of constructing an ROC have not been compared using an eyewitness identification 
procedure in which participants first witness a mock crime and are then tested only once (e.g., 
using a photo lineup). The purpose of the research reported here is to do just that. 
The comparison between confidence-based and instruction-based ROCs has potentially 
important policy implications. For example, standard lineup instructions stipulate that the 
perpetrator may or may not be in the lineup (neutral response bias). Policymakers in jurisdictions 
where false ID rates are thought to be unacceptably high might consider changing these standard 
instructions in such a way as to induce a more conservative response bias. Doing so would 
reduce the false ID rate but at the potential cost of reducing the correct ID rate as well. Does 
science have any useful information to provide in helping jurisdictions to make that decision? 
Science cannot help with the value-based question of whether or not, all else being equal, the 
loss of correct IDs is worth the reduction in false IDs (Clark, 2012), but it can help to establish 
whether or not instructions designed to induce more conservative responding has any effect on 
the ability of eyewitnesses to discriminate innocent from guilty suspects (i.e., whether or not all 
else is equal). If, for example, a specific set of instructions not only induced more conservative 
responding but also reduced discriminability, then the best course of action might be to seek an 
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alternative strategy to reduce the false ID rate – one that does not reduce discriminability. 
Considerations like these explain why a National Academy of Sciences committee recently made 
the following recommendation: "The committee thus recommends a rigorous exploration of 
methods that can lead to more conservative responding (such as witness instructions) but do not 
compromise discriminability" (p. 118, National Research Council, 2014). The work we report 
here was conducted in response to that recommendation. 
Prior Research on Lineup Instructions 
Prior research on the effect of lineup instructions has often compared “biased” vs. 
“unbiased” instructions (see Steblay, 1997, for a review of this literature). Biased instructions 
encourage participants to make an ID (i.e., biased instructions encourage a liberal response bias), 
whereas unbiased instructions neither encourage nor discourage participants to make an ID (i.e., 
unbiased instructions encourage a more conservative intermediate response bias). These studies 
did not perform ROC analysis but instead relied on the diagnosticity ratio to compare 
performance in the two lineup instruction conditions. The diagnosticity ratio is the correct ID 
rate divided by the false ID rate, and it indicates the likelihood that an identified suspect is 
actually guilty (i.e., it indicates the trustworthiness of suspect IDs in each instructional 
condition). The assumption has long been made that the better lineup instruction is the one that 
results in more trustworthy suspect IDs. For example, Lindsay et al. (1991) advanced the 
following argument: 
"Biased lineup procedures consistently resulted in lower diagnosticity ratios (i.e., lower 
ratios of correct to false identifications, Wells & Lindsay, 1980) than do unbiased 
lineups. Higher diagnosticity ratios should result in greater probative value, which leads 
to strong recommendations that biased lineups be avoided" (p. 796). 
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However, as has been frequently noted in the recent debate over simultaneous versus sequential 
lineups, as responding becomes more conservative, the diagnosticity ratio naturally increases 
even if discriminability remains constant (e.g., Gronlund et al., 2014). In fact, the diagnosticity 
ratio can increase with more conservative responding even if discriminability decreases. Thus, 
prior work on the effect of lineup instructions did not address the issue that the NRC (2014) 
committee highlighted as a research priority, namely, identifying methods of inducing 
conservative responding without reducing discriminability (i.e., without making it harder for 
eyewitnesses to tell the difference between innocent and guilty suspects). 
Under some scenarios, an effect of instructions on discriminability would be apparent 
even in the absence of ROC analysis. For example, if the use of conservative instructions 
happened to selectively reduce the false ID rate while having no effect on – or even increasing – 
the correct ID rate, no further analysis would be needed to determine the effect of those 
instructions on discriminability. Instead, outcomes like that would unambiguously indicate that 
conservative instructions increase discriminability. In a meta-analysis of this literature, Steblay 
(1997) concluded that, compared to biased instructions, unbiased instructions selectively reduce 
the false ID rate while having no effect on the correct ID rate. However, Clark's (2005) re-
analysis of the same data found that both the correct ID rate and the false ID rate decreased 
following unbiased instructions, as would be expected if different instructions induce different 
levels of response bias. Such findings leave unanswered the question of how biased versus 
unbiased instructions affect discriminability, if at all. 
Confidence-Based and Instruction-Based ROCs Should be Similar 
There is no a priori reason to think that confidence-based and instruction-based ROCs 
will differ from each other. For example, the most conservative point on the ROC could be 
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obtained either by counting suspect IDs only if they were made with 100% confidence (the usual 
approach) or by instructing participants not to make an ID unless they are 100% confident that 
the identified individual is the guilty suspect. Logically, these two strategies should yield the 
same ROC point, and the same should hold true for any level of expressed confidence versus 
instructed confidence.  
Of course, empirically, the two methods for generating ROC data might not yield exactly 
the same ROC points. However, even in that case, it seems reasonable to suppose that 
discriminability would be the same in either case. In other words, the points generated by the two 
methods would be expected to fall along the same ROC curve even if those points did not fall 
directly atop one another as they logically should. Manipulations that would be expected to affect 
discriminability are those that affect the strength of the memory trace, such as exposure duration, 
retention interval, lighting, and so on. In contrast to manipulations like that, there is no a priori 
reason to expect that different ways of varying response bias would also affect discriminability. 
Indeed, in the basic list-memory recognition literature, and also in the basic perception literature, 
the confidence-based and instruction-based data have often been found to trace out essentially 
the same ROC curve (e.g., Dube & Rotello, 2012; Egan, Schulman, & Greenberg, 1959; Koen & 
Yonelinas, 2011).  
These findings are largely consistent with other findings from the basic memory and 
perception literatures in which ROCs constructed in a variety of ways are usually similar even 
though small differences are sometimes observed (e.g., Benjamin, Tullis & Lee, 2013; Swets, 
Tanner & Birdsall, 1961). For example, Swets et al. used a visual perception task in which a 
circular stimulus was briefly presented (or not). ROCs were constructed using either confidence 
ratings or by manipulating response payoffs in different conditions (analogous to using 
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instructions to manipulate response bias in different conditions). They reported that the 
confidence-based ROC was slightly but consistently lower than the payoff-based ROC in 4 
participants they tested. However, they concluded that the small differences they observed were 
more likely due to methodological issues (e.g., all participants were tested in the payoff 
condition first, followed by the confidence condition) than to any real difference between the two 
ROC methods. Benjamin et al. did not compare different ROC methods but found that the more 
response options there were on the confidence scale, the lower the observed ROC. Such a finding 
might explain why the confidence-based ROC sometimes falls below an ROC generated using 
other methods. Again, however, the effects they observed were small. 
The key point is that there is no logical or empirical reason to believe that the two ROC 
methods will yield substantially different results when an eyewitness ID paradigm is used. 
Nevertheless, as a general rule, policymakers are unwilling to make the leap of faith and presume 
that results from list memory studies automatically apply to eyewitness identification. Thus, for 
research on instructional biasing to have any influence on policy, the issue would first have to be 
investigated using an eyewitness ID paradigm, as recommended by the NRC (2014) report and 
as we do here.  
In summary, the goal of the research reported here was to empirically answer the 
following question: In an eyewitness identification paradigm, is the instruction-based ROC the 
same as the confidence-based ROC, or do different instructions yield points that fall above or 
below the confidence-based ROC curve? Currently, there is no information available to answer 
that question. As noted above, it is an important applied question because, for example, a 
jurisdiction that is interested in inducing more conservative responding in eyewitnesses has at 
least two options: either count only suspect IDs made with relatively high confidence, or induce 
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a more conservative response bias using an instructional manipulation. Are these two options as 
interchangeable as they should be, or is one better than the other? 
Method 
Participants 
Participants (n = 5,223) were recruited from universities across the US and Amazon 
Mechanical Turk (mTurk n = 736; www.mturk.com). There were 3,587 female participants 
(69%), 1,613 male participants (31%), and 23 (< 1%) participants who did not indicate gender 
(age: M = 22.20 years, sd = 7.21, range 18-70 years). University students received course credit 
for their participation and mTurk workers received $0.20 for their participation.  
Participants were randomly assigned to either a confidence rating condition (n = 995) or 
one of four instructional biasing conditions (n = 4,228; liberal, neutral, unbiased, or conservative, 
defined below), and a target-present (n = 2,622) or target-absent (n = 2,601) lineup. Eighty-two 
of the participants were excluded from analysis because they did not correctly answer the 
validation question (described below in the Procedure section). Table 1 presents the number of 
participants assigned to each condition who were included in the final analysis. 
Materials  
The study stimulus (a brief video of a mock crime) and test stimuli (photos of the culprit 
and matched fillers) were the same as those used in Mickes, Flowe, and Wixted (2012). The 
video showed the culprit, a 22-year-old White male, walking past an unoccupied office and 
stealing a laptop.1 Six-person simultaneous lineups (displayed in a 2x3 array) contained the 
                                                
1Using only one video may cause some concern that the results are less generalizable to the real 
world than they otherwise would be because, in the real world, different witnesses see different 
perpetrators. We have, however, analyzed ROC data from many studies using different 
procedures that used a single perpetrator and procedures that used multiple perpetrators from 
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culprit (target-present) or did not contain the culprit (target-absent). The five fillers in target-
present lineups and the six fillers in target-absent lineups were White males who matched the 
description of the culprit. Following Mickes et al. (2012), for each participant, the fillers were 
culled from the Corrections Offender Network database (www.dc.state.fl.us). The culprit and 
fillers were randomly positioned per lineup. 
The descriptive names of the four biasing conditions (liberal, neutral, unbiased, and 
conservative) are worth clarifying because they differ slightly from prior usage. For example, 
Wells, Smalarz and Smith (2015) stated that "Biased lineup instructions are those that either fail 
to warn the witness that the culprit might not be in the lineup or imply that the culprit is in the 
lineup. Unbiased instructions, in contrast, warn the witness that the culprit might not be in the 
lineup" (p. 109). In our study, we had one condition that failed to warn the witness that the 
culprit might not be in the lineup and another that implied that the culprit was in the lineup. 
Although both of these instructions correspond to the Wells et al. definition of "biased" 
instructions, we separately labeled them as "neutral response bias instructions" (no warning that 
the culprit may or may not be in the lineup) and "liberal response bias instructions" (which 
implied that the culprit was in the lineup). The term "liberal response bias instructions" was used 
in preference to the more common label "biased instructions," which does not indicate the 
direction in which responding is biased. 
In addition to those two instructional conditions, we also included two other instructional 
conditions. One used "unbiased instructions," which indicated that the culprit may or may not be 
in the lineup. The other used "conservative response bias instructions," which implied, if 
anything, that the culprit is not in the lineup and that any ID should be made only if certainty is 
                                                                                                                                                       
different labs and have never seen any notable difference in terms of the issues addressed here 
(e.g., with respect to DR+, DR-, etc.). 
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high. The key phrases in the instructions for each of the 5 conditions (including the confidence 
condition) were as follows: 
Confidence instructions: “The person from the video may or may not be in the lineup. If 
you see the person from the video, please pick him; otherwise, choose the 'not present' option.” 
Thus, unbiased instructions were used in this condition. 
Liberal response bias instructions: “Too many witnesses choose the 'not present' option 
even when the person who committed the crime is in the lineup. It would be better to pick 
someone instead, even if you are not sure. Please choose the person you think is most likely to 
have appeared in the video unless you are 100% certain the person you saw is not in the lineup.” 
Neutral response bias instructions: “If you see the person from the video in the lineup, 
please pick him; otherwise, choose the 'not present' option.”  
Unbiased instructions: “The person from the video may or may not be in the lineup. If 
you see the person from the video, please pick him; otherwise, choose the 'not present' option.”   
Conservative response bias instructions: “Too many innocent people have been wrongly 
convicted because they were incorrectly chosen from a lineup. It would be better to choose the 
'not present' option than to pick someone when you are not certain of your choice. Please choose 
the 'not present' option unless you are 100% certain the person you saw is in the lineup.” 
Procedure 
Participants were instructed to pay special attention to the video because they would have 
to answer questions about it later. The video was followed by a 5-minute distractor task (a game 
of Tetris). Next, participants were presented with instructions (that were pre-recorded and played 
while they were also displayed on the screen) based on their condition. They were then presented 
with a lineup (either target-present or target-absent) and made their decision (i.e., they either 
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chose someone from the lineup or chose the “not present” option). For those in the confidence 
condition, after an ID was made, they provided a rating of their confidence (where 0 = guessing 
and 100% = absolutely certain). Confidence ratings were not collected if the lineup was rejected. 
All participants were then asked filler questions about the video and the validation question, 
“What crime did the perpetrator commit?” All questions were 4-option multiple-choice 
questions. 
Results 
 The alpha level for all statistical tests was .05. Figure 1 presents the basic findings from 
the confidence condition and, separately, from the four biasing conditions. The confidence-based 
ROC data are shown as filled gray circles. The rightmost confidence symbol represents the 
correct and false ID rate obtained when all suspect IDs are counted regardless of confidence. 
Thus, this point is what is typically reported as the overall correct and false ID rates, and it 
represents the data from which a diagnosticity ratio is typically computed. Each additional 
correct and false ID rate down and to the left (i.e., each additional point on the confidence-based 
ROC) was computed after setting an ever-higher standard on the confidence scale for counting 
IDs. The second point to the left, for example, was computed by not counting any suspect IDs 
from target present-lineups or any filler IDs from target-absent lineups made with a confidence 
rating of 10 or less on the 100-point confidence scale.  
Note that the top horizontal axis in Figure 1 shows the overall filler ID rate from target-
absent lineups (i.e., filler IDs counted from target-absent lineups divided by the total number of 
target-absent lineups), whereas the bottom horizontal axis shows the estimated false (suspect) ID 
rate by dividing that value by the lineup size of 6, which is the typical strategy for estimating the 
false ID rate when a fair target-absent lineup does not have a designated innocent suspect (Clark, 
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Moreland & Gronlund, 2014). Obviously, the ROC data are not affected by the decision to use 
one incorrect ID rate or the other. The solid curve connecting the confidence data (i.e., 
connecting the filled gray circles) represents the ROC curve as estimated by the pROC software 
package (Robin et al., 2011). This is an atheoretical curve that basically connects the data points 
(i.e., the curve is not estimated based on any theoretical assumption about recognition memory), 
usually for the purpose of computing the partial area under the ROC. Here, however, our concern 
is with the general trajectory of the ROC (i.e., with the ROC curve itself), not the area under it. 
The estimated vertical and horizontal standard errors of the ROC curve (based on 10,000 
bootstrap trials) are shown in gray.  
The four open symbols represent the correct and false ID rates from the four different 
instructional biasing conditions. The data from the neutral and unbiased conditions unexpectedly 
turned out to be nearly identical, but the data from the liberal and conservative biasing conditions 
differed from the other conditions in the expected directions. In the liberal condition, the correct 
and false ID rates were both high relative to the neutral/unbiased instruction conditions. In the 
conservative condition, the correct and false ID rates were both low relative to the 
neutral/unbiased instruction conditions. The ROC points from the four biasing conditions, which 
constitute the instruction-based ROC, appear to fall on, or at least near, the confidence-based 
ROC. The ROC point from the conservative condition is a possible exception in that it falls 
somewhat below the confidence-based ROC data. The liberal ROC point might be an exception 
as well, but it is hard to tell without theoretically extrapolating the confidence-based ROC. 
Nevertheless, for the most part, the ROC path traced out by the four instructional biasing 
conditions appears to be similar to the path traced out by the confidence ratings.  
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In Figure 1, and as noted above, the conservative point from the instructional biasing 
condition falls below the confidence-based ROC to such an extent that the standard errors from 
the two conditions do not overlap. We know of no test that would indicate whether or not that 
effect is statistically significant, but we can safely conclude that there is at least a trend in that 
direction and, more conclusively, that using conservative biasing instructions does not increase 
discriminability compared to the confidence-based ROC. Instead, if anything, the confidence-
based ROC yields higher discriminability in the more conservative region of the ROC.  
We next separately analyze the confidence-based and instruction-based ROC data to 
determine whether or not they exhibit similar trends with respect to the diagnosticity ratio by 
computing its value for each point on the ROC. In the field of medicine, the diagnosticity ratio is 
called the positive likelihood ratio. In accordance with standard medical terminology, we will 
henceforth refer to the diagnosticity ratio for eyewitness identification as the positive 
diagnosticity ratio (DR+). The positive diagnosticity ratio is equal to correct ID rate / false ID 
rate. To illustrate why DR+ is not a useful measure of overall diagnostic accuracy, we also 
compute the negative diagnosticity ratio (DR-) for each point on the ROC. The negative 
diagnosticity ratio is equal to (1 – correct ID rate) / (1 – false ID rate). Like the positive 
diagnosticity ratio, the negative diagnosticity ratio (multiplied by the prior odds of a target-
present lineup) indicates the odds that a suspect is guilty, except that now the measure applies to 
those who are not identified. Thus, a higher negative diagnosticity ratio reflects a less 
trustworthy non-identification. As with the positive diagnosticity ratio, the more conservative the 
decision criterion becomes, the higher the value of the negative diagnosticity ratio becomes. 
Computing both the DR+ and the DR- for each point on the ROC illustrates the inherent tradeoff 
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associated with manipulating response bias (thereby illustrating why a higher DR+ per se is not 
an indication of overall diagnostic superiority).  
Confidence-Rating ROC Analyses  
Table 2 shows, for each level of confidence, the frequency counts of suspect and filler 
IDs from target-present lineups and filler IDs from target-absent lineups. The data from 
confidence levels of 0 through 30 were collapsed because there were very few suspect or filler 
IDs from target-present lineups in that range. Table 3 shows performance measures computed 
from the frequency data shown in Table 2. The correct ID rate for a given level of confidence is 
equal to the number of suspect IDs from target-present lineups made with that level or a higher 
level of confidence divided by the total number of target-present lineups, NTP. The false ID rate 
for a given level of confidence is the number of filler IDs from target-absent lineups made with 
that level or a higher level of confidence divided by the total number of target-absent lineups, 
NTA, and then divided again by lineup size (to estimate the false suspect ID rate).  
As expected, the correct ID rate decreases as responding becomes more conservative (i.e., 
as a higher criterion level of confidence is used to count IDs), and so does the false ID rate 
(Table 3). In addition, DR+ increases as responding becomes more conservative, but DR-
increases as well. The increasing positive diagnosticity ratio means that the odds that an 
identified suspect is guilty increase as responding becomes more conservative. Similarly, the 
increasing negative diagnosticity ratio means that the odds that a non-identified suspect is guilty 
also increase as responding becomes more conservative. Thus, these values depict the tradeoff 
associated with more liberal versus more conservative responding (Clark, 2012). These findings 
with respect to DR+ replicate trends observed in recent studies that reported confidence-based 
ROC data (e.g., Gronlund et al., 2012; Mickes et al., 2012). 
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Instruction-Based ROC Analyses 
Table 4 presents the instructional biasing data. The table shows the number of suspect 
IDs, filler IDs, and lineup rejections (i.e., no IDs) from target-present and target-absent lineups in 
each of the four biasing conditions. The data are arranged from liberal to conservative 
responding (top row to bottom row). Note that, unsurprisingly, as responding becomes 
increasingly conservative, the number of suspect IDs and filler IDs from target-present lineups 
decreases, whereas the number of no IDs increases. A 2 x 4 chi-square test of IDs (suspect IDs + 
filler IDs) versus no-IDs from target-present lineups across the 4 biasing conditions was highly 
significant, χ2(3) = 155.0, p < .001. Similarly, for target-absent lineups, the number of IDs (filler 
IDs only, because there was no designated innocent suspect) decreased and the number of no-IDs 
increased as responding becomes more conservative, an effect that was also highly significant, 
χ2(3) = 156.7, p < .001. These results indicate that the instructional biasing manipulation had the 
expected effect on response bias. 
Table 5 presents performance measures associated with the four instructional biasing 
conditions. These performance measures were computed from the observed data shown in Table 
4. The correct ID rate is equal to the number of suspect IDs from target-present lineups divided 
by the total number of target-present lineups, NTP, whereas the false ID rate is the number of 
filler IDs from target-absent lineups divided by the total number of target-absent lineups, NTA, 
and then divided again by lineup size (to estimate the false suspect ID rate). As expected, the 
correct ID rate decreases as responding becomes more conservative, and so does the false ID 
rate. Importantly, as shown in Table 5, DR+ and DR- both increase as responding becomes more 
conservative. Thus, the trends that are observed in the confidence-based ROC data are also 
observed in the instruction-based ROC data. 
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Signal-Detection Model Fit  
As noted earlier, the liberal instructional biasing ROC point (like the conservative point) 
may fall below the confidence-based ROC, but there is no way to extrapolate the confidence-
based ROC without the use of a theory. We therefore fit the confidence-based ROC data shown 
in Table 2 with what is arguably the simplest signal detection model that can be applied to 
lineups. This model was described by Wixted and Mickes (2014) and was recently fit to ROC 
data by Colloff et al.  (2016). According to this model, memory strength values for lures 
(innocent suspects and fillers for a fair lineup) and for targets (guilty suspects) are distributed 
according to Gaussian distributions with means of µLure and µTarget, respectively, and standard 
deviations of σLure and σTarget, respectively. A 6-member target-present lineup is conceptualized 
as 5 random draws from the lure distribution and 1 random draw from the target distribution, and 
a fair 6-member target-absent lineup is conceptualized as 6 random draws from the lure 
distribution. Using the simplest decision rule, an ID is made to the individual in a lineup with the 
greatest memory strength, assuming that strength at least exceeds the decision criterion for 
making an ID with the lowest level of confidence. According to this model, each level of 
confidence is associated with its own decision criterion, and the confidence associated with an 
ID corresponds to the highest confidence criterion exceeded by the memory strength of the most 
familiar face in the lineup (whether that face is a suspect or a filler). When fit to data produced 
by many participants, each of whom provided a single confidence rating, the model 
conceptualizes group performance (not the performance of any single participant). 
By convention, µLure is set to 0 and σLure = 1. The remaining parameters – µTarget, σTarget, 
and 8 confidence criteria (one for each point on the confidence-based ROC) – were estimated by 
adjusting them until the chi-square comparing observed and predicted values was minimized 
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(using fminsearch in MATLAB). The fit was reasonably good, though not perfect, χ2(14) = 
28.58, p = .012 (i.e., the deviations from the best-fitting model are significant). The smooth 
curve in Figure 2A shows the predicted ROC curve from the best-fitting model, and it is clear 
that the model captures the basic trends in the data. Thus, while a more complex model may be 
needed to fit the data exceptionally well, a simple signal detection model appears to be a useful 
tool for conceptualizing the basic trends in ROC data generated from a lineup. Figure 2B again 
shows the predicted ROC curve for the confidence-based ROC data, but this time it is drawn 
through the 4 instruction-based ROC points. This plot reinforces the interpretation of the data 
presented above: the instruction-based ROC data are similar to the confidence-based ROC data, 
but, the conservative instruction-based ROC point falls below the confidence-based ROC curve, 
and, apparently, so does the liberal instruction-based ROC point (though to a lesser extent). 
Discussion 
In this investigation of simultaneous lineup performance, we compared ROC data 
obtained from two traditional methods from the basic recognition and perception literatures: (1) 
confidence ratings and (2) instructions designed to induce different levels of response bias. As 
shown in Figure 1, the results suggest that the family of correct and false ID rates computed from 
confidence ratings (i.e., the confidence-based ROC), and the family of correct and false ID rates 
generated by manipulating response bias across conditions (i.e., the instruction-based ROC), fall 
on approximately the same curve. However, the ROC point from the conservative instructional-
biasing condition deviates from the confidence-based ROC in two notable ways: first, it falls 
slightly below the confidence-based ROC curve (as the liberal ROC point appears to do as well), 
and, second, it falls at a much more liberal position on the ROC than it logically should. As 
noted earlier, participants in that condition were instructed to make an ID only if they were 100% 
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confident that the identified individual was the guilty suspect. Even so, that conservative ROC 
point falls well to the right of the corresponding (leftmost) point on the confidence-based ROC 
(i.e., it falls in the vicinity of the point on the confidence-based ROC that corresponds to 
approximately 50% to 60% confidence). According to the fit of a signal detection model, the 
liberal ROC point also appears to fall below the confidence-based ROC curve. We next consider 
the possible theoretical implications of these effects and then consider possible policy 
implications of our findings. 
Theoretical Considerations 
Criterion/Instructional variability. One possible explanation for the seemingly 
anomalous conservative ROC point from the instructional biasing condition is that it reflects a 
phenomenon analogous to criterion variability. As recently noted by Benjamin, Diaz and Wee 
(2009), if an individual participant's decision criterion varies from trial to trial on a list-memory 
recognition test involving many test trials (i.e., if a somewhat liberal response bias were in effect 
on some trials, but a somewhat conservative response bias were in effect on other trials), the 
result would show up as reduced discriminability in the form of a lower ROC than would 
otherwise be observed. A similar explanation may apply to ROC data in which participants are 
each tested on only one trial.  
Conceivably, participants may differ in the degree to which they comply with instructions 
to refrain from making an ID unless they are sufficiently confident. If so, that additional source 
of variance would have the effect of reducing discriminability for the same reason that criterion 
variability within a single participant tested across many recognition trials reduced 
discriminability (Benjamin et al., 2009). For example, if the instructions in the conservative 
condition cause some participants not to make an ID unless they are at least 100% confident (in 
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accordance with the instructions), others not to make an ID unless they are at least 55% 
confident, and still others not to make an ID unless they are at least 10% confident, then the 
correct and false ID rates in the conservative condition would decrease relative to the more 
neutral biasing conditions, but they would not decrease as much as they should. In other words, 
the conservative ROC point would not shift to the left all the way to the leftmost point on the 
confidence-based ROC (which corresponds to 100% confidence). Moreover, due to that 
variability in cooperating with the instructions, the correct and false ID rates in the conservative 
condition would also now fall on a lower ROC compared to the confidence-based ROC. Similar 
considerations would help to explain why the correct and false ID rates in the liberal condition 
also appear to fall on a lower ROC compared to the confidence-based ROC (Figure 2B). 
Other explanations for why the conservative ROC points fell on a lower ROC are 
certainly possible. For example, extreme biasing instructions might cause participants to pay less 
attention to the task at hand as they devote attentional resources trying to comply with the 
instructions. The explanation offered above has the advantage of being conceptually related to 
prior accounts of why confidence-based and instructional-biasing ROCs sometimes differ, but 
further research would be needed to establish its validity over other possible interpretations. 
Underlying (theoretical) discriminability vs. empirical discriminability. In recent years, a 
lively debate has emerged over the use of ROC analysis for testing lineup performance 
(Lampinen, 2016; Rotello & Chen, 2016; Smith, Wells, Lindsay & Penrod, 2016; Wells, 
Smalarz, & Smith, 2015; Wells, Smith & Smalarz, 2015; Wixted & Mickes, 2015a, 2015b; 
Wixted, Mickes, Wetmore, Gronlund & Neuschatz, in press). However, the debate is largely 
focused on the theoretical issue of underlying discriminability. For example, in their most recent 
critique of ROC analysis, Smith et al. (2016) focus exclusively on the issue of theoretical 
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discriminability. It is therefore important to emphasize that the policy-related implications of the 
work reported here are not in any way related to the issue of underlying theoretical 
discriminability (e.g., discriminability as assessed by fitting a signal detection model). Instead, 
the policy-related implications derive solely from our assessment of empirical discriminability 
and empirical trends that are observed when ROC data are collected.  
What is the difference between theoretical and empirical discriminability? We noted 
earlier that empirical ROC data that bow further up and away from the diagonal line of chance 
performance indicate higher discriminability in the sense that eyewitnesses are better able to tell 
the difference between innocent and guilty suspects. That interpretation applies to empirical 
reality, not to any theoretical interpretation (e.g., it does not rely on any interpretation provided 
by any signal detection model that might be fit to the data). Empirically, the more the ROC data 
pull above the diagonal line of chance performance, the better able eyewitnesses are to 
objectively sort innocent and guilty suspects into their correct categories. Only that empirical 
reality has any applied implications with respect to correct and incorrect suspect IDs because 
policymakers are concerned with what is actually (i.e., empirically) achievable, not with what 
theoretically might be the case.  
Although empirical and theoretical discriminability typically go hand in hand, they do not 
necessarily have to agree about which of two conditions yields higher empirical discriminability. 
Two conditions can differ in empirical discriminability yet not differ at all in terms of underlying 
discriminability (i.e., in terms of what a particular model assumes). For example, an objective 
empirical ROC advantage has been reported for simultaneous lineups over showups (Wetmore, 
Neuschatz, Gronlund, Wooten, Goodsell & Carlson, 2015), a finding that has clear policy 
implications. By contrast, the same results can be mimicked by a model that assumes that 
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underlying theoretical discriminability is the same for the two procedures (e.g., Lampinen, 2016; 
Smith et al., 2016). However, that fact has no policy implications whatsoever. Which of two 
competing theoretical models is more viable (one that assumes that theoretical discriminability 
differs in the same way that empirical discriminability does vs. one that assumes a dissociation 
between theoretical and empirical discriminability) is a matter for theoreticians to debate. The 
same consideration applies to the signal detection analysis summarized here in Figures 2A and 
2B. According to the specific model we fit to the confidence-based ROC data, the liberal ROC 
point from the instructional biasing condition falls somewhat below the confidence-based ROC. 
However, a different signal detection model might lead to a different conclusion. Again, that is a 
matter for theoreticians to debate, not for policymakers to worry about. With regard to the 
conservative ROC point from the instructional biasing condition, no theory is needed to see that 
(and no theory can change the fact that), if anything, it falls below the confidence-based ROC. 
The present results address the recent ROC controversy from another angle as well. 
Although not conceptualized as such, prior work on biased versus unbiased instructions is itself 
an example of ROC analysis, with two points being generated on the instruction-based ROC (one 
point from the biased condition and a second more conservative point from the unbiased 
condition). That fact is worth mentioning because in the on-going controversy over the validity 
of ROC analysis for lineups, some of the main opponents include those who have conducted 
ROC analysis in previous research simply by computing correct and false ID rates across several 
conditions that used instructions to manipulate response bias (e.g., Cutler, Penrod & Martens, 
1987; Lindsay et al., 1991). The main concern that has been raised about ROC analysis is that it 
focuses on suspect IDs without regard for filler IDs. However, prior work on biased versus 
unbiased instructions also computed correct and false suspect ID rates, without regard for filler 
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IDs. Computing correct and false suspect ID rates across different levels of response bias, which 
is what has been done in prior work on biased versus unbiased instructions, is ROC analysis. 
Thus, to the extent that ROC analysis is judged to be inappropriate for lineups, the same 
judgment would have to apply to prior research comparing the effects of different lineup 
instructions.  
In our view, there is nothing inappropriate about measuring correct and false suspect ID 
rates for different levels of response bias using either instructions or confidence ratings. In fact, 
no pair of correct and false ID rates obtained from a single lineup procedure is sacrosanct. If it is 
legitimate to compute one pair of correct and false ID rates (as nearly every study of lineup 
performance ever conducted has done), then it is equally legitimate to compute all of the correct 
and false ID rate pairs that make up the ROC because they all have equal standing. This is true 
whether the ROC points are generated using confidence ratings or instructions. Conceivably, the 
instruction-based ROC data we have reported here will communicate that critical point more 
clearly than past work on confidence-based ROC data has. 
Potential Policy Implications 
 Prior research has generally been interpreted to mean that unbiased instructions (i.e., 
instructions that are neutral with respect to presence or absence of the perpetrator in the lineup) 
are objectively superior to biased instructions (i.e., instructions that imply that the perpetrator is 
in the lineup and therefore induce liberal responding). However, the measure that has often been 
used to make that determination is the diagnosticity ratio (Wells & Lindsay, 1980), which we 
have represented here as DR+. This logic always favors more conservative responding over less 
conservative responding because more conservative responding will always yield a higher 
positive diagnosticity ratio (c.f., Rotello, Heit & Dubé, 2015). For example, using this logic, the 
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conservative instructional biasing condition in our study – which yielded the highest positive 
diagnosticity ratio – should be preferred to the other instructional biasing conditions (Table 5A), 
including the unbiased condition.  
In truth, it would be a mistake to claim that the conservative instructional biasing 
condition is objectively superior to the other instructional biasing conditions because that 
assessment involves a subjective value judgment about the optimal balance between DR+ and 
DR- (cf. Clark, 2012). Most would probably agree (ourselves included) that responding on an 
eyewitness identification procedure ought to be conservative in the objective sense that the false 
suspect ID rate should be low even if it means that the miss rate (equal to 1 - correct suspect ID 
rate) is not commensurately low. Indeed, in Table 5, it is clear that responding is more 
conservative than liberal in that objective sense for all four response bias conditions (including 
the "liberal" condition). That is, in each condition, 1 - correct ID rate is greater than the 
corresponding false suspect ID rate. However, no matter which condition you start with, 
inducing more conservative responding will always yield a higher DR+. This was already known 
to be true for confidence-based ROC data, and our findings suggest that the same appears to be 
true for instruction-based ROC data. 
In terms of policy implications, what the data suggest is that if, based on cost/benefit 
analysis, a jurisdiction wanted to induce more conservative responding than is achieved by the 
use of neutral/unbiased instructions alone (e.g., in a jurisdiction willing to convict solely on the 
basis of eyewitness evidence), it might be better to use neutral instructions in conjunction with 
confidence ratings to achieve that outcome. For example, using neutral instructions in 
conjunction with the 50% confidence criterion (6th point from the left on the confidence-based 
ROC) would yield a false ID rate comparable to that associated with the conservative 
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instructional biasing condition while at the same time achieving a noticeably higher correct ID 
rate (i.e., better discriminability). Another advantage of using this approach is that would allow a 
jurisdiction to use multiple levels of response bias, perhaps a relatively liberal one (e.g., ≥ 50%) 
for purposes of deciding whether or not to further investigate a suspect, and a much more 
conservative one (e.g., ≥ 90%) for purposes of deciding whether or not to bring charges against a 
suspect. This approach might be a viable alternative to the common police strategy of treating 
any suspect ID as a “positive ID” (without any consideration given to confidence).   
Finally, it is worth noting that, in one important respect, our findings agree with past 
research suggesting that biased instructions (the liberal condition here) may be inferior to 
unbiased instructions. In Figure 2B, there is at least a hint that the liberal condition results in 
reduced discriminability compared to the neutral/unbiased conditions. Thus, nothing we report 
here should be taken as a reason to dispute the longstanding recommendation in favor of 
unbiased instructions over biased (liberal) instructions. Prior research on that issue relied on an 
inappropriate dependent measure, but it did not necessarily reach the wrong conclusion. 
However, lineup instructions used by some police departments often go well beyond 
unbiased/neutral instructions and, if anything, tilt even more in the conservative direction. For 
example, two recent police department field studies made use of instructions that are often 
advocated by eyewitness ID researchers (G. Wells, Steblay & Dysart, 2011, 2015; W. Wells, 
2014). These instructions emphasize the following 4 points to eyewitnesses who are about to 
view a lineup: 
1. The person who committed the crime may or may not be in the lineup 
2. The investigation will continue whether or not someone is identified from the lineup 
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3. It is just as important to remove suspicion from an innocent suspect as it is to convict a 
guilty suspect 
4. An identification does not have to be made from the lineup. 
All of these instructions, if they had any effect at all, would tend to induce a more conservative 
response bias compared to the response bias that would otherwise be in effect (e.g., if unbiased 
or neutral instructions were used). Whether or not these particular instructions have a negative 
(or, perhaps, a positive) effect on discriminability is not known. Investigating that issue would 
seem to be a reasonable next step, one that would be in accordance with one of the research 
priorities specified in the NRC (2014) report.  
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Table 1. Number of participants tested in each condition (total n = 5141 after excluding 82 
participants who answered the validation question incorrectly). 
 
 
 
 
  
Condition 
Target-
Absent 
Target-
Present Total 
Confidence 488 490 978 
Liberal 537 529 1066 
Neutral 516 521 1037 
Unbiased 486 498 984 
Conservative 539 537 1076 
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Confidence SIDs FIDs No	IDs FIDs No	IDs
0-30 11 4 26
40 18 4 24
50 37 4 30
60 31 11 25
70 62 6 28
80 78 4 25
90 73 2 9
100 52 0 7
ID	sum 362 35 93 174 314
Total
Target	Absent
490 488
Target	Present
Table 2. Frequency counts of suspect IDs (SIDs), filler IDs (FIDs) and lineup rejections (No 
IDs) made from target-present and target-absent lineups in the confidence-based ROC condition.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Note: Confidence was not collected for No ID responses, and 
confidence for 0-30 was collapsed because there were few responses 
in that confidence range. 
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Table 3. Performance measures computed from the frequency counts shown in Table 2.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Confidence
Correct
ID	Rate
False
ID	Rate DR+
DR-
0-30 .74 .06 12.4 0.28
40 .72 .05 14.2 0.30
50 .68 .04 16.0 0.33
60 .60 .03 18.8 0.41
70 .54 .02 22.9 0.47
80 .41 .01 29.6 0.59
90 .26 .01 46.7 0.75
100 .11 .002 44.4 0.90
Note: DR+ = positive diagnosticity ratio, DR- = 
negative diagnosticity ratio. The correct and false ID 
rates are cumulative in that all IDs made with the 
indicated level of confidence or higher (e.g., 40 or 
higher for the second row of data) were counted as 
IDs. 
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Table 4. Frequency counts of suspect IDs (SIDs), filler IDs (FIDs) and lineup rejections (No 
IDs) made from target-present and target-absent lineups in the instruction-based ROC condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Condition N TP SIDs FIDs No IDs N TA FIDs No IDs
Liberal 529 410 71 48 537 325 212
Neutral 521 392 45 84 516 189 327
Unbiased 498 370 34 94 486 169 317
Conservative 537 308 22 207 539 132 407
Target Present Target Absent
 
Note: For each biasing condition, NTP is the total number of target-present 
lineups, and NTA is the total number of target-absent lineups.  
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Table 5. Performance measures across the four biasing conditions computed from Table 4.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Condition Correct 
ID Rate
False ID 
Rate
DR+ DR-
Liberal .78 .10 7.68 0.25
Neutral .75 .06 12.33 0.26
Unbiased .74 .06 12.82 0.27
Conservative .57 .04 14.05 0.44
 
Note:  DR+ = positive diagnosticity ratio, and DR- = 
negative diagnosticity ratio. Unlike the confidence data in 
Table 3, these correct and false ID rates are not cumulative. 
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Figure Captions 
 
Figure 1. ROC data from the confidence condition (filled circles) as fit by pROC software (solid 
black function, with estimated standard errors of the fit shown in gray). The four open symbols 
represent the correct and false ID rates from the four biasing conditions (upright triangle = liberal 
instructions, inverted triangle = neutral instructions, circle = unbiased instructions, and square = 
conservative instructions). Error bars on the open symbols represent standard errors. The dashed 
diagonal line represents chance performance. Note that the top horizontal axis shows the overall 
filler ID rate from target-absent lineups (i.e., filler IDs counted from target-absent lineups 
divided by the total number of target-absent lineups), whereas the bottom horizontal axis shows 
the estimated false (suspect) ID rate by dividing that value by the lineup size of 6, which is the 
typical strategy for estimating the false ID rate when a fair target-absent lineup is used. 
 
Figure 2. A. Fit of the simple signal detection model to the confidence-based ROC data (the 
smooth curve shows the predicted values from the best-fitting model). B. Instruction-based ROC 
data from the 4 biasing conditions. The smooth curve is the same curve fit to (and drawn 
through) the confidence-based ROC data in Panel A. 
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Figure 2. A. Fit of the simple signal detection model to the confidence-based ROC data (the 
smooth curve shows the predicted values from the best-fitting model). B. Instruction-based ROC 
data from the 4 biasing conditions. The smooth curve is the same curve fit to (and drawn 
through) the confidence-based ROC data in Panel A. The dashed diagonal line represents chance 
performance. 
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